QA Analyst
Job Summary
 Broadgate Inc. is seeking 3 professionals for Fulltime employment (40 hours a week) for
the position of QA Analyst at Troy, MI at competitive salary

Skills Required
 Analyze and Review the Business Requirement Documents (BRD), Functional Design
Documents (FRD) and Technical Design Documents with the Business, Functional and
Development teams to understand the architecture and functionality of the application.
 Works on Agile SCRUM Methodology for project and participated Sprint Planning meeting,
Daily Stand Up meeting, Sprint showcase and Sprint Retrospective meeting.
 Capable of handling the test process from planning through implementation for projects,
leveraging and leading team members where necessary.
 Review and translate Business Requirement Specifications and Technical Design Documents to
build test strategy, test cases, and impact analysis.
 Assist in the development of data models and design specifications using Quick Views and
Project Definition Documents containing Visio workflows and Excel graphs/charts.
 Design and develop testing approach, test strategy documents for new developments and create
test scripts, test cases and test data via JIRA tool.
 Perform analysis of multiple areas within the claim adjudication NASCO Processing System
(NPS).
 Work on NASCO Applications - HIQK, HEHK, HRBK, HURK, HRRK, HSSK and HZMK.
 Design and execute complex SQL queries to verify back-end data stored in Oracle for generate
adhoc reports for data analysis and validation.
 Understanding the Requirements and write the CSRs in PDM application to identify the current
changes to meet business requirements.
 Develop VB Scripts for automate claims set-up, execution of claims, screen print of claims by
using Excel Macros.
 Work on applications BFAST and BFM used for benefit analysis and identify and implement
Benefits changes.
 Build test claims with CPT, HCPCS, ICD-9, ICD-10 codes based on business requirements using
the application Test Suite.
 Process and adjudicate Facility and Professional claims using HRBK application in the NASCO
system and document the results.
 Conduct various types of testing techniques like Claims Testing, Unit Testing, Integration
Testing, System Testing, User Acceptance Testing, Functional Testing, Regression Testing, Back
end Testing.
 Works on HPALM defect management tool for trouble shooting the issues, Debugging
techniques and Triage of defect management.

 Responsible to track the project deliverables by working closely with the team and generate
pivotal reports using Microsoft Excel and develop flow diagrams using MS Visio.

Qualification Required
 Masters/Bachelors degree in Computer Science or related field of study.
 Minimum 4+ years of experience as a Software Professional.

To apply send your resume to…
 Broadgate Inc., 830 Kirts, Blvd, Suite #400, Troy, MI 48084.

